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No Ambush, No Defeat

The Advance of the Vanguard 
of the 9th Canadian Infantry Brigade, 

7 June 1944

Marc Milner

It is virtually an article of faith in the Normandy campaign literature that 
the vanguard of the 9th Canadian Infantry Brigade (hereafter 9 Brigade) 

was ambushed and defeated by 12 SS Hitler Youth Panzer Division on D+1. 
These young Nazi fanatics, led by battle-hardened Eastern Front veterans, 
took the naïve Canadians by surprise, denied them their ultimate objective 
and sent them packing.1 For many historians, the defeat of 9 Brigade is also 
evidence of the flawed nature of Allied leadership and combat capability, and 
yet more proof of the superior fighting skill of German forces.2 These ideas 
have proven powerfully enduring. 

Ironically, the Canadian Army’s own official history is largely to blame 
for the very negative interpretation of 9 Brigade’s battle on 7 June. Charles 
Stacey’s The Victory Campaign devoted seven pages to the battle: four and a 
half setting it up, and most of two analyzing why the brigade “had been caught 
off balance and defeated in detail.”3 In Stacey’s view, the brigade fought with 
“courage and spirit, but somewhat clumsily” against “an unusually efficient 
German force of about its own strength, it had come off second best.” The 
result was a “severe local reverse” that—in words that damned all Canadian 
efforts in the days after D-Day—“helped to ensure that Caen remained in 
German hands.”4 In fact, Stacey never did a full work-up on the battle. His 
account of the actual battle with 12 SS on D+1 consists of one eighteen-line 
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paragraph, and six of those lines are devoted to the brigade consolidation at 
the end of the day. His entire description of the struggle for Authie is eleven 
words: the vanguard “fought hard but were overrun: only a few men got 
away.”5 Given this assessment by the Canadian official historian, it is hard to 
blame others for picking up the tone.

A closer look at the events of D+1 tells quite a different story. It reveals 
that the vanguard of 9 Brigade fought an enemy at least three times its size 
to a standstill, and did so largely without the crucial component of Anglo-
Canadian doctrine: artillery support. Stacey admitted the latter point but 
claimed that the guns were simply out of range.6 He was wrong: at least three 
Canadian field regiments were within range for much of the battle. In the 
event, the outcome of the battle resulted in the establishment of the 9 Brigade 
fortress on the only ground suitable under the circumstances. The brigade’s 
ultimate objective of Carpiquet, and its alternate position between Buron and 
Authie,7 were untenable without the 3rd British Division in line on their left. 
Finally, in the process 9 Brigade met and defeated a portion of the panzer 
forces that the 3rd Canadian Division had been tasked with destroying. So 
maybe 9 Brigade did all right on D+1 after all.

The task for the 3rd Canadian Infantry Division on D+1 was clear: it was 
to establish brigade fortress positions astride the Caen–Bayeux highway on 
either side of the Mue River “to meet the anticipated counter attack.”8 This 
was in keeping with the Allied expectation that German panzer formations, 
located generally east of Caen, would launch their counteroffensive against 
the landings across the excellent tank country north and west of the city. As a 
COSSAC appreciation of 22 October 1943 observed: “The country NORTH-
WEST of CAEN is very suited to tank action, and it is therefore in this area 
that the panzer battle should be staged in order that the landing forces may 
be driven into the sea.”9 A SHAEF estimate completed on the eve of D-Day 
echoed that concern, noting that the armoured division now believed to 
be around Argentan (actually 21 Pz near Falaise) “would be employed in 
battlegroups in direct attack on the Allied bridgehead and might advance 
either EAST of the R. MUE … or attempt to seize the high ground NORTH 
of the R. SEULLES in the area BANVILLE-CREPON-BAZENVILLE.”10 The 
latter was most easily reached by moving up the west side of the Mue River. 
So the Canadians did not “push boldly” inland on D+1 “despite” the danger of 
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powerful panzer forces moving towards them—as Russell Hart alleges11—but 
in anticipation of them. 

The Germans were well aware of the value of this terrain. While units of 716 
Division manned the coastal zone, the only German armoured formation 
near the beach on D-Day, 21 Panzer Division, deployed several of its key units 
north and west of Caen on 6 June, primarily its towed guns. This included 
the division’s 200 Heavy Anti-Tank Battalion at St-Croix, Camilly, and Putot. 
These twenty-four towed 88mm Pak 43/41 guns (on an interim artillery-style 
carriage) had a lethal range of 3,500 yards.12 The heavy anti-tank platoon  
(1 Zug) of 8 Company of 192 Panzergrenadier Regiment—three Pak 
75mm self-propelled guns, with supporting anti-aircraft and mortars—
was garrisoned at Cairon.13 Astride what is now route D7 between Caen 
and Langrune-sur-mer, 21 PZ deployed I Battalion of 155 Panzer Artillery 
Regiment with its twelve towed guns. II Battalion of 192 Panzergrenadier 
Regiment was garrisoned in the area as support. The ground occupied by 
these advanced units of 21 Panzer was precisely where the Germans would 
try to orchestrate a major panzer attack in the days following the landing.14 

To capture and hold this ground the Canadians were assigned an exceptional 
amount of firepower. A normal British Commonwealth infantry division had 
three regiments of field artillery totalling 72 guns. For the beachhead battles, 
the 3rd Canadian Division was assigned twice that number—six regiments 
totalling 144 guns—plus a medium regiment (4.5 inch) and two batteries of 
Royal Marine self-propelled 95mm howitzers. It is clear from the Operational 
Order for the artillery of the 3rd Canadian Division that these guns were 
under Canadian control for the forthcoming battle (though they could and 
did help along the entire British front).15 More telling still of what planners 
anticipated in the Canadian zone was the assignment of the 1st British Corps’ 
anti-tank regiment, the 62nd RA, to the Canadians for the initial phase of the 
Normandy operation. The 62nd’s four batteries (each of three troops of four 
guns) were all equipped with 17-pounder guns, half of them on self-propelled 
M-10 chassis. This gave the Canadians an additional forty-eight of the most 
powerful anti-tank guns then in service among Anglo-American forces.16 

The Canadians organized the field and medium guns into two powerful 
Field Artillery Groups. The 14th Artillery Group, composed of the 14th 
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and 19th Field Regiments, Royal Canadian Artillery (RCA), the 191th Field 
Regiment, Royal Artillery (RA), and the 79th Medium Regiment, RA (4.5 
inch), was to occupy positions between Authie–Franqueville and the Mue 
River valley once 9 Brigade was secure at Carpiquet. The 12th Artillery 
Group, composed of the 12th and 13th RCA and the 6th RA, was to deploy 
behind 7 Brigade (holding Bretteville–Putot) around the hamlet of Bray. The 
Canadian regiments were to land on D-Day, the 6th RA and 79th Medium on 
D+2, and the 191th RA on D+3. By D+1 each of the Artillery Groups was to 
be supported by a battery (of sixteen guns) of 95mm self-propelled howitzers 
of the 2nd Royal Marine Armoured Support (RMAS) Regiment in Centaur 
tanks to provide countermortar fire.17

All of the 240 field guns landed by the Anglo-Canadians on 6 June were 
self-propelled (SP): 168 American-built M-7 Priests equipped with a 105mm 
gun-howitzer and the rest (which landed with the 50th British Division) 
Canadian-built Sextons equipped with 25-pounders. Field regiments had 
been converted to SPs in part because of a conclusion reached in the spring 
of 1943 by British Home Forces that delay and confusion on assault beaches 
were the result of too many towed guns getting stuck. But the “Artillery 
Policy” of Second British Army also relied on “a speedy build up of guns 
in order to assist in the defence of the beach-head against the heavy enemy 
counter-attacks which were expected.”18 To deal with the expected panzer 
thrust in Normandy, the British also ensured that at least some portion of the 
anti-tank artillery landed on D-Day was SPs as well. 

In the event, Canadian artillery got ashore largely unscathed on D-Day. 
Only six of their ninety-seven M-7s were lost, leaving the division with ninety 
105mm guns for the beachhead battles. The towed 25-pounders of the 6th 
RA and 191th RA were delayed and missed the initial battles, as did most of 
the RM Centaurs, which were tied up in the battle to link Juno and Sword 
Beaches. The trade-off for mobility and protection in a fluid environment was 
loss of range. The 105mm threw a larger shell (33 pounds) than the British 
25-pounder and consequently had a shorter range: 11,400 yards versus 
13,400.19 That difference is claimed to have had a profound impact on the fate 
of 9 Brigade on D+1. 

The Canadian assault on Juno Beach went well, but the friction of war set in 
motion events that would shape the battle on D+1. The two assault brigades 
broke the beach defences quickly, and troops were moving inland by mid-
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morning. However, the storm surge on 6 June had narrowed the beach by 
noon, and the decision to funnel the reserve brigade, 9 Brigade, through the 
village of Bernières resulted in a colossal traffic jam. By the time the leading 
elements of the brigade began to move inland, it was late, so the Canadians 
halted on their interim objective for the night. 

As the Canadians fought their way inland on D-Day through the defences 
held by 716 Division, 21 Panzer Division responded to the invasion. Most of 
that division’s forces north and west of Caen, including three Pak 43/41 88mm 
guns, shifted east to check the thrust of the 3rd British Division towards the 
city. The rest of 200 Heavy Anti-Tank Battalion shifted northwest, most of 
it deploying along the Seulles River by midday in support of 729 Battalion 
of 716 Division, which was trying to stem the landing of the 50th British 
Division on Gold Beach.20 

The area northwest of Caen was occupied on the afternoon of 6 June by 
Kampgruppe (KG) Rauch of 21 Panzer. It consisted of I Battalion of 192 PG 
Regiment (Oberstleutenant Rauch’s unit) mounted in half-tracks, eighteen 
SPs of II Battalion of 155 Panzer Artillery Regiment (on converted French 
chassis, “Schutzwagen Lorraine-Schleppers”), and the 2nd (half-track 
mounted) Company of 220 Panzer Pioneer Battalion.21 While the tanks of 
21 PZ launched the high-profile attack on the west flank of the 3rd British 
Division on the afternoon of D-Day, it was Rauch’s formation that reached 
the sea at Lyon-sur-mer at about 1900 hours on D-Day.22 When it looked like 
they might be cut off, KG Rauch—less a few destroyed SPs and half-tracks—
retreated to St-Contest-Cussy, leaving the infantry of 1/192 Regiment to 
reinforce the garrison of the Douvres radar station. With his diminished force 
(later reinforced by 3 [Armoured] Company of 220 Panzer Pioneer Battalion 
from Cruelly), Rauch was ordered to hold the line from Cairon to Cambes. 
His headquarters was still in place at Cussy at noon the next day.23

After an unsettled night of mortar attacks, Luftwaffe bombing, and random 
clashes with small groups of the enemy, the Canadians set off on the morning 
of 7 June to occupy their “divisional covering position”24 astride the Caen–
Bayeux highway. The 7th Canadian Infantry Brigade (7 Brigade), advancing 
down the west side of the Mue River, reached its objective without serious 
opposition. By noon it was consolidating around La Villeneuve, Bretteville, 
Norrey, and Putot. The 12th Canadian Field Artillery Group covered them 
in bounds and then settled in around the little hamlet of Bray, about 1,500 
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yards from the front, by 1600 hours. By mid-afternoon of D+1 the 7 Brigade 
fortress was in place, right where the Operational Plan had stipulated.25

The situation for 9 Brigade was less certain. The Mue River valley separated 
it from 7 Brigade, but of greater concern was the left flank, where elements of 
21 Panzer were known to be operating. British 9 Brigade was supposed to be 
on the Canadians’ left, but it was miles away.  On 6 June it had been drawn 
into the British struggle to reach Caen and by D+1 was near the bridges 
over the Caen canal at Benouville.  On D+1 there were only Germans on the 
Canadians’ left flank.  So Brigadier D.G. Cunningham was forced to echelon 
his battalions forward, guarding his eastern flank as he moved. Inevitably 
that meant, as Stacey observed, that the brigade was strung out and that the 
battalions were not able to support each other properly. Nonetheless, the 
orders were clear: 9 Brigade was to get onto its D-Day objective of the village 
of Carpiquet and dig in astride the Caen–Bayeux highway and rail line.26 

At 0740 hours on 7 June the brigade vanguard moved south from Villons-
les-Buissons down the D220 towards Carpiquet. The force consisted of the 
North Nova Scotia Highlanders (a battalion), supported by the Sherman tanks 
of the Sherbrooke Fusiliers, four Vickers machine guns of No. 11 Platoon of 
the Cameron Highlanders of Ottawa,27 and a troop of M-10 tank destroyers 
of the 3rd Anti-Tank Regiment, RCA. The vanguard deployed in a wide arrow 
formation, led by the Sherbrookes’ recce troop of Stuart light tanks. Behind 
them came C Company of the Novas borne by the battalion’s Bren gun 
carrier platoon, supported by the Camerons and anti-tank guns. The Novas’ 
B Company moved across the open ground to the left on the tanks of the 
Sherbrookes’ B Squadron, while A Company did the same with A Squadron 
on the right. D Company and C Squadron of the armoured regiment, as well 
as the Novas’ support company and battalion HQ, brought up the rear. 

The 14th Field Regiment, RCA, was assigned to provide fire support. These 
gunners and the Novas had trained together, and the two units knew each other 
well.  But the gunners had not participated in the final pre-D-Day exercise for 
vanguard’s advance, Pedal II in mid-April.  On that occasion 14th RCA was 
away doing its final amphibious training, and so fire support for Pedal II was 
provided by the two towed RA regiments attached to the division’s artillery.28 
How this affected events on D+1 remains unclear. The 14th RCA’s twenty-
one remaining 105mm self-propelled guns, in position near Beny-sur-Mer 
at 0745 hours, were to move forward in stages (with at least one battery on 
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the ground and ready to fire) to a new gun position at La Mare, northwest of 
Anguerney, by noon. According to the Operational Order, the Novas ought 
to have picked up four Forward Observation Officers (FOOs) of the 14th 
RCA as they moved through 8 Brigade: one for each company.29 In the event, 
they received just two, who travelled with the battalion HQ. This meant that 
the vanguard operated according to the normal Anglo-Canadian fire support 
practice, not in accordance with the artillery-heavy doctrine adopted for the 
beachhead battles, which called for a FOO with every company.

In light of the rather cavalier dismissal of the vanguard’s efforts by 
subsequent historians, including Stacey, it is important to record that it 
fought its way forward from the start. Obersharführer Bernhard Meitzel, the 
ordnance officer of 12 SS, would testify in 1945 that remnants of 716 Division, 
reorganized into a battalion,30 held Buron, Authie, and Franqueville.31 As 
well, 21 Panzer’s 200 Heavy Anti-Tank Battalion remained in the area under 
command of 12 SS “throughout the first days of the invasion,” though it is not 
clear how many guns they had left. Meitzel also claimed that “Battlegroup 
Rauch” of 21 Panzer operated northwest of Caen in the first days of the 
Normandy campaign,32 while Luftwaffe troops continued to man their anti-
aircraft positions near Franqueville.33 These German units did not constitute 
a well-organized and coordinated force, but the vanguard had to fight them 
nonetheless. At a minimum, the 9 Brigade vanguard found itself confronted 
by a well-armed force about its own size even before 12 SS intervened.

The 9 Brigade vanguard advanced along a secondary road across a wide, 
rolling plain dotted with agricultural villages composed of stone houses 
and barns, with farmyards and homes surrounded by high stone walls and 
orchards. The ground south of Villons-les-Buisson is flat and open to the east 
towards Cambes and Galmanche, and slopes down towards the Mue River to 
the west. It also rises gently for about 1.5 kilometres towards a broad, flat crest 
north of Buron. In 1944, nothing of Buron, barely 1 kilometre away over open 
ground, could be seen from les-Buisson, though rooftops of St-Contest off 
to the southeast were visible. Buron only came into view when the crest was 
reached, about 600 metres south of les-Buisson. Just beyond that point the 
Germans had dug an anti-tank ditch for 100 yards on either side of the road. 

South of Buron the road runs straight, across flat fields for 1 kilometre to 
Authie. This whole area is easily monitored from the slight rise at St-Contest, 
and even more so from the towers of the Abbey d’Ardennes, 1500 metres to 
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the east. In 1944, Authie straggled along either side of the road for about 500 
metres in the middle of an essentially flat plain. The road then dipped slightly 
in front of Francqueville before reaching the lip of the plain overlooking 
Carpiquet. The edge of the plain is not well reflected on the 1944 Ordnance 
Survey maps but is clearly visible on the ground and runs right around the 
northern perimeter of Caen. To the west of Authie, where the ground rises 
out of the Mue River valley, lay the village of Gruchy. The 4 or 5 square 
kilometres of open farmland that slopes gently down to the Mue River west of 
Authie were designated for the 14th Field Artillery Group’s deployment once 
Carpiquet was secured. In sum, 9 Brigade’s vanguard advanced across a gently 
rolling but open plain over which the Germans had excellent observation and 
fields of fire, a plain that ended abruptly in superb dead ground where the 
Germans could deploy their artillery and hide their counterattack force.34

 The first task of the vanguard was to fight its way through elements of 21 
Panzer holding the hamlet of les-Buisson.35 The presence of at least one 88mm 
gun of 200 Heavy Anti-Tank Battalion was revealed when a Sherbrooke 
recce tank was hit. The infantry of the Novas’ C Company dismounted while 
the carrier platoon, supported by 3-inch mortars, did a flanking move. The 
88mm gun was taken out in a shower of grenades, and three half-tracks—
one equipped with a rocket projector, which suggests the presence of the 
3rd Company of 220 Panzer Pioneer Battalion—were also destroyed.36 With 
orders to “leave the heavy mopping up to others,”37 Les Buisson was reported 
secure by 0900 hours.38

C Company then remounted its carriers and, led by Shermans of the 
Sherbrookes’ No. 2 Troop, C Squadron, set off for Buron. According to 
Sergeant T.C. Reid, the troop leader, Canadian tanks destroyed another 
88mm gun and two “hornets”—a euphemism for enemy tanks, but probably 
SP guns—as they entered the village, and then waited for the infantry to 
follow.39 The Novas arrived to find Buron “alive with snipers and machine 
guns and it took some time to get a foothold in the place.”40 Many prisoners 
were captured and another SP gun destroyed before Buron was declared 
“secure” at 1200 hours. About that time, the Novas’ commanding officer, 
Lt.-Col. Charles Petch, arrived with the HQ company, the FOOs, and five 
Sherbrooke tanks of the regimental headquarters. They had been delayed by 
the need to fight through les Buisson again. 
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German Forces
KG Rauch — Kampfgruppe Rauch
II Bn/155 Pz Art Regt — 2 Battalion, 155 Panzer Artillery Regiment
2&3 Coys/220 Pz Pion Bn — 2 & 3 Companies, 220 Panzer Pioneer Battalion
Hvy AT Bn 200 — 200 Heavy Anti-Tank Battalion
25 PGR — 25 Panzer Grenadier Regiment
I/25, II/25, III/25 — 1st, 2nd & 3rd Battalions, 25 SS Panzer Grenadier Regiment
II/SS PzR 12 — 2nd Battalion, 12 SS Panzer Regiment
5/12, 6/12, 7/12, 8/12 - 5, 6, 7 & 8 Companies, 2nd Battalion, 12 SS Panzer Regiment
III/12SS Arty — 3rd Battalion, 12 SS Artillery Regiment
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While A Squadron of the Sherbrookes and A Company of the Novas 
(which had dismounted in les-Buisson) moved towards Buron on the right 
without incident, B Company and B Squadron on the left drew fire from St-
Contest and Galmanche to the east. This was a portend. Both villages lay in 
the British sector, but the British 9th Brigade did not begin to move from its 
positions near the Orne until 1400 hours (and it never did get anywhere near 
Galmanche and St-Contest on D+1). Both villages were heavily garrisoned by 
21 Panzer, who knew their business. The infantry of B Company were initially 
forced to dismount the Sherbrookes’ tanks by fire from St-Contest. When 
that shooting stopped, the Novas remounted the tanks and started moving 
again. That drew another hail of shell and mortar fire, driving the infantry 
to ground again, inflicting casualties and scattering one of the platoons. 
B Company then made its way into Buron on foot.41

Goaded especially by the firing from Galmanche, and spurred by the tanks, 
half-tracks, 88mm guns, and other vehicles they could see around the village, 
B Squadron moved to attack. Within minutes, three Shermans—including 
Maj. G.S. Mahon’s—had been knocked out by an 88mm gun. By the time 
B Squadron disengaged, it was down to ten tanks and under command of 
Captain Bateman.42 The Sherbrookes’ attack on Galmanche did nothing to 
abate the fire coming from the eastern flank of the vanguard. When Lt.-Col. 
Petch arrived in Buron at roughly noon, B Company officers petitioned him 
to put artillery fire down on St-Contest.43 This request roughly coincided with 
the initial deployment of the 14th RCA guns at La Mare, where they came 
under mortar, machine gun, and anti-tank gunfire from the radar station at 
Douvres.44 The latter was a 10-hectare site with more than thirty concrete 
works, as well as minefields, barbed wire, anti-tank, flak, and field guns, and 
scores of machine guns all built around a five-storey-deep underground 
complex. Taking it on D+1 was a task of the North Shore (New Brunswick) 
Regiment (NSR), supported by the 19th Field Regiment, RCA.  So half the 
artillery fire—and more crucially half the FOOs—designated in the Overlord 
plan to support the vanguard of 9 Brigade had been diverted.  The 105mm 
shells sof 19th RCA’s guns simply bounced off the steel-reinforced concrete 
of the radar station, and the NSR never got close to capturing it — it fell two 
weeks later to a British brigade.

According to conventional wisdom, harassing fire from the Douvres radar 
station prevented the 14th RCA from deploying forward to help the 9 Brigade 
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vanguard. Actually, the 14th RCA was on its gun position around La Mare 
at noon on D+1, and according to veterans, harassing fire from the radar 
station had little serious effect.45 In any event, the guns were supposed to 
move forward in bounds with at least one battery on call for immediate fire. 
But when, at noon, Petch asked that artillery be brought down on St-Contest, 
his FOO said that the guns were unavailable. According to Malcolm Langille, 
the Novas’ intelligence sergeant, radio problems plagued the vanguard 
throughout the day. Since we know that the two FOOs from the 14th Field 
were with the battalion HQ, in this instance the lack of artillery support may 
well have been due to a failure of the radios. So Petch turned to his naval 
“Forward Officer Bombardment” (FBO), who was in contact with HMS 
Belfast offshore, which was standing by with nine 6-inch guns, to put fire 
down on St-Contest (and Gruchy to the right of Buron). The FBO was unable 
to contact the cruiser, and as he cried in frustration over the communications 
failure fire from St-Contest and Gruchy continued unabated. 

This incident in Buron at noon seems to have become the iconic moment 
in the whole story of the failure of indirect fire support for the vanguard. 
There was no way that Petch could have known that he and his men would 
have to fight for the next seven hours without artillery support. All that could 
be managed at the moment was suppression of the enemy fire coming from 
St-Contest by direct fire from the 37mm guns of the Sherbrookes’ three 
remaining Stuart recce tanks and from the 3rd A/T Regiment’s M-10s.46 

By noon the vanguard had concentrated three of its four infantry companies 
in Buron. C and B were preparing to make the next move to Authie, while D 
was clearing the village again—which produced more prisoners but failed to 
get them all.47 From this point on Buron was under constant shell and mortar 
fire.48 Meanwhile, A Company remained deployed in the open ground to the 
west. The support company, battalion anti-tank guns, and Vickers platoon of 
the Cameron Highlanders closed up on the anti-tank ditch between Buron 
and les-Buisson. 

The push towards Authie began with a probe by three Bren carriers, which 
returned after taking small arms and machine-gun fire from the orchard 
north of the village. Petch ordered B Company and the Sherbrookes’ B 
Squadron to make the first move. They advanced to the crossroads halfway to 
Authie, from where the tanks destroyed the machine-gunning positions on 
the northern outskirts of the village.49 Using this suppressing fire, two carrier-
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mounted platoons of the Novas’ C Company raced to Authie, dismounted 
on the outskirts, and began clearing the village. One section of carriers then 
flanked Authie to the left to meet the infantry as they emerged at the south 
end, while the other carrier section probed as far as Franqueville. When 
the third carrier section with the rest of C Company arrived (it had missed 
the movement order in Buron), the infantry dismounted and deployed on 
the road north of Authie, and these carriers too were sent south towards 
Franqueville. All the Bren carriers were driven back by mortar fire, and soon 
reassembled north of Authie.50

Meanwhile, two platoons of the Novas worked their way through Authie: 
Lt. J.H. Langley’s on the right side of the road, and Lt. Jack Veness’s on the 
left. Many of the enemy was driven from Authie into the fire of the tanks of 
B Squadron, which had moved east of the village “potting groups of the enemy 
in all directions.”51 Lieutenant Davies noted in his after-action summary that 
B Squadron had “lots of fun as we kept going.”52 About the same time, Maj. 
E.W.L. Arnold’s A Squadron swept west of Authie and Franqueville, to a point 
where they could see the hangars at Carpiquet airfield and “bring fire to bear 
on them.”53 At roughly 1330 hours the infantry platoons reached the southern 
end of Authie, where they stopped for lunch.54 Shortly afterwards, enemy 
tanks were seen 800 yards east of Authie by B Squadron and south of Authie 
by A Squadron. This was followed a few minutes later by tanks to the west 
of Franqueville, which engaged A Squadron55 just as the whole area around 
Authie came under intense enemy artillery fire.

Canadian senior staff  were well aware on the morning of 7 June that 
the situation was fluid, that the 3rd British Division was not keeping pace 
on the left, and that German armoured formations were in the area. Until 
the late afternoon, none of this warranted abandoning the D-Day objective 
of Carpiquet. Indeed, as the vanguard reached Authie, Petch expected 
to see some evidence of either the British on their left or 7 Brigade on the 
right.56 What no one on the Allied side knew was that Authie was virtually 
surrounded by Germans and that German armoured forces besides 21 Panzer 
were already on the battlefield.

Late on the afternoon of D-Day, I SS Panzer Corps ordered a major attack 
by three Panzer divisions in the Caen sector. The 21 Panzer Division, primarily 
committed to holding the 3rd British Division north of Caen and trying to 
destroy the airborne bridgehead east of the Orne, was to consolidate north 
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Canadian Forces
A, B, C & D Coy—Companies of the North Nova Scotia Highlanders
A, B & C Sqn—Squadrons of the Sherbrooke Fusiliers Regiment
1H—First Hussars
12, 13 & 14 Field—Field Regiments, Royal Canadian Artillery
CSR—Canadian Scottish Regiment
HLI—Highland Light Infantry of Canada
RR—Regina Rifle Regiment
FOO—Forward Observation Officer
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of Caen and attack down the east side of the Caen-Luc-sur-mer railway. On 
their left, 12 SS Panzer Division (Hitler Youth) was to attack down the west 
side of the railway. The axis of both attacks lay across broad, largely flat plains 
that rolled unobstructed to the sea. Panzer Lehr was to join in to the west of 
the Mue River as it arrived. The attack was scheduled for 1600 hours on 7 
June, with instructions to “drive the enemy … into the sea and destroy him.”57 

The 12 SS Hitler Youth Panzer Division was the most powerful German 
armoured formation in the west. It was composed of youthful fanatics, 
seventeen to nineteen years old, and led by veterans from 1 SS Panzer Division, 
Liebstandarte Adolph Hitler. At nearly 21,000 strong, it was equipped with 
some five hundred tanks and armoured fighting vehicles.58 Even its engineer 
and reconnaissance battalions were larger and more powerfully equipped than 
normal SS or Wehrmacht units. Its field artillery included sixty 105mm and 
eighteen 150mm guns—more and heavier guns than the standard Allied or 
German division. And, of course, the division had a regiment (12 SS Panzer) 
of tanks: ninety-eight Mk IVs and sixty-six Mark V Panthers. On 6 June only 
the division’s jagdpanzer battalion was not yet fully equipped, and its battery 
of six 280mm nebelwerfers had not yet appeared. In all other respects, 12 SS 
was an elite division even among elites, right down to its camouflage pattern 
uniforms.59

Having been freed to move by 0500 hours on 6 June from lodgements 
around Lisieux, fifty kilometres east of Caen, the first 12 SS units to arrive at 
the front were 25 Panzergrenadier Regiment (PGR), and twelve 150mm and 
four 105mm guns of III Battalion, 12 SS Artillery Regiment. This battle group, 
led by Sturmbanführer Kurt Meyer, deployed around the Abbey d’Ardennes 
in the early hours of 7 June. By mid-morning (0900 hours German time) the 
infantry and artillery were in place. The location was superb. The towers of 
the Abbey gave a full and unobstructed view of the whole battlefield, right 
back to the beaches, including the entire area of the Canadian vanguard’s 
advance. About an hour later, fifty Mk IVs of II Panzer Battalion rolled in. 

Meyer found the front loosely held by Kampgruppe Rauch, which was 
headquartered at Cussy. When Rauch’s officers could not provide him with 
a clear picture of the situation, Meyer did his own reconnaissance towards 
Buron. Before he could get to the village he was fired on by tanks of the 
Sherbrookes’ B Squadron. He beat a hasty retreat to the Abbey and climbed 
one of its towers to get a better view of things. He arrived just in time to see 
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the Canadian vanguard move on Authie.60 In an instant, Meyer realized that 
the planned attack with 21 Panzer towards the beach would have to wait for 
another day. It was probably at this point (1330 hours for the Canadians) that 
the sixteen guns of III/12 SS artillery, deployed on dead ground behind the 
abbey around the village of St-Germain-la-Blanche-Herbe, opened fire on 
Authie. 

While the Canadians were being softened up by artillery fire, Meyer made 
the rounds of his battalions, passing orders. I Battalion, with only five tanks 
but reinforced by the 16 Pioneer Company, was waiting to the east of the 
abbey. It was pointed at Le Cambes and the leading elements of the 3rd 
British Division. Meyer’s II Battalion was north of the abbey in the hamlet 
of Bitot with about twenty Mk IV tanks. His III Battalion, with about twenty 
tanks, was echeloned to the left rear as a flank guard. It was deployed on the 
dead ground south of Franqueville.61 

Historians have uncritically accepted Meyer’s view of what happened 
next: an opportunistic strike on an enemy carelessly strung out along the 
road. Russell Hart calls it an ambush, in which the Canadians were quickly 
overrun. Stacey implies as much. But Meyer’s view is self-serving and wrong. 
His counterattack towards the sea was slated for 1600 hours, but now his III 
Battalion and its supporting armour were engaged by the Canadian vanguard. 
What followed was anything but an ambush: it was the commencement of six 
hours of intense and often brutal fighting.

Moreover, 12 SS was hardly the only German force on the battlefield. 
The Sherbrookes’ pincer operation towards Franqueville was about to close 
when, according to Capt. Gray of the Novas’ carrier platoon, “intense shelling 
and mortaring began to break loose on AUTHIE.” Petch clearly recalled in 
testimony given in both 1944 and 1945 that the fire came in from both flanks 
and the front, which means that it came from more than the batteries of 12 SS 
at St-Germain-la-Blanch-Herbe.62 Canadian sources also indicate that what 
followed next was a tank-on-tank battle that lasted for about two hours.63 
The Sherbrookes’ A Squadron duelled with tanks west of Authie, destroying 
three Mk IVs in the first exchange of fire, before the Germans began to hit, 
too. Meanwhile B Squadron fought east of Authie, destroying several tanks 
until the weight of German artillery and a “tank trap” laid with anti-tank guns 
(probably more of 21 PZ’s 88mm) drove B Squadron off.64 
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 As the tanks squared off for their fight, Petch ordered the two platoons 
of C Company at the southern end of Authie to dig in, and consolidated 
B Company, the carrier platoon, and Lt. Graves’ platoon of C Company in 
Buron. Maj. Don Learment came back to Buron with the carriers to consult 
with Petch, and then found himself along with Graves’ platoon stranded there 
by the heavy shelling. Meanwhile, the shelling and the sudden appearance of 
German tanks did nothing to unsettle the vanguard. In fact, “the picture had 
its bright side,” Captain Gray later recalled.65 The Sherbrookes were moving 
up, a section of Vickers machine guns from the Camerons went forward into 
Authie. Flail tanks and pioneers—delayed by a traffic jam in Buron—were 
also on their way. 

So, too, was A Company. Maj. L.M. Rhodenizer’s men had just swept 
through Buron, clearing it yet again, and were taking position west of the 
village when the bombardment of Authie commenced. Rhodenizer held 
two of his platoons at crossroads west of Buron and sent Lt. Sutherland’s 
platoon on the backs of Lt. Fitzpatrick’s troop from C Squadron towards 
Authie to help. Sutherland’s men took up positions just east of Authie, on 
the road to Cussy. Shortly after Sutherland’s platoon was delivered, two of 
Fitzpatrick’s three tanks were destroyed within sixty seconds by an 88mm 
gun firing from St-Contest. Now on his own, Fitzpatrick moved his Sherman 
Firefly to the southern end of Authie and joined C Company. Meanwhile, the 
rest of A Company (apparently unseen by the Germans) moved to a large, 
rectangular, hedged area halfway between Buron and Authie and dug in. 

The brigade plan called for the vanguard to press on to Carpiquet only if 
there was “no serious opposition.” According to Stacey, “if there was heavy 
opposition the North Novas were to consolidate on high ground between 
Buron and Authie as a base for further attacks on the objective.”66 The so-
called high ground between Buron and Authie is simply an 80 metre contour 
line on the map in the middle of the open field due south of Buron. If it ever 
really existed, it is impossible to discern now. In any event, the whole area 
is directly overlooked from St-Contest. In the circumstances, the alternative 
position was utterly untenable.

By early afternoon, then, Petch was already in an impossible position, and 
his options were poor: reinforce Authie and try to hold it, or abandon it and 
try to hold farther back. His initial plan was to hold well forward, in Authie. 
However, when B Company tried to move up to a position on the east side of 
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the road, near the so-called high ground, it was driven back by intense and 
accurate mortar fire. When Petch ordered B Company to try again, Capt. 
Wilson, now acting company commander, went forward to speak to Maj. 
Rhodenizer, who “was digging in and content to remain” in roughly the area 
of the “high ground.” When Wilson got back he learned that Petch had now 
ordered his company to drive straight into Authie in the carrier platoon. 

Now more than ever, Petch really needed help from the guns, but this was 
not to be had. Cruiser fire, which would have served well in a counterbattery 
role, was still offline. So, too, was the 14th RCA, but the problem at this stage 
was not radio failure. Rather, the FOOs, trapped in the traffic muddle of 
Buron’s narrow streets under a shower of mortar and artillery fire, “withdrew 
[at 1400 hours] to get observation to the A/Tk ditch” north of Buron.67 This 
effectively removed them from the battle, and even from contact with the 
Novas’ HQ. While the 14th RCA’s gunners stuck resolutely to their embattled 
position at La Mare, no orders to fire reached them. Malcolm Langille, 
the Novas’ intelligence sergeant at the time, recalled in 2003 that he tried 
repeatedly throughout the afternoon to contact the 14th RCA through 
various networks and failed.68 He was not alone: the Glens at les-Buissons 
initially relied on the brigade radio net to get supporting artillery on 7 June.69 
So the Novas battlegroup—trained to rely on artillery as the key component 
of the fighting doctrine of Anglo-Canadian formations—fought on without 
artillery support while being pounded from three sides by unrelenting 
German mortar and artillery fire.

Petch later explained that initially he had no worries about the troops in 
Authie because they “had not been committed” at this stage.70 “No one was 
worrying too much,” the Nova’s regimental history recorded, at least “none 
of those dug in at Authie.” By the time German shells “began to scream 
overhead in salvoes”—a sign that the attack was imminent—C Company was 
secure in an orchard on the southern edge of the village. Unfortunately, the 
two-gun section of the Cameron Highlanders of Ottawa led by Lt. Couper 
had failed to reach them: Couper and his men were all killed or wounded 
before they could get through Authie. Lt. Jack Veness recovered one of their 
Vickers machine guns on its Bren carrier and drove it into the orchard.71 
Some 50 calibre machine guns removed from disabled tanks were also added 
to the infantry positions, and Lt. Fitzpatrick’s Sherman—with a disabled 
17-pounder— added its machine guns to the firepower, as did “several” other 
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tanks and M-10s. Unfortunately, none of this additional firepower seems to 
have been available to Lt. Sutherland’s platoon from A Company, which was 
dug in along the Authie-Cussy road.

Meanwhile, B Company made another attempt to get forward. Supported 
by four tanks, two of the company’s platoons, some of Lt. Graves’s men of 
the missing platoon of C Company, and a mortar section finally reached the 
hedge at the northern end of Authie. One tank was destroyed by 88mm fire 
from St-Contest, and the whole group was mortared intensely. Major Douglas 
then elected to retreat to the comparative shelter of a large orchard at the 
southwestern end of Buron and await events. 

The vanguard was now in a perilous state, stretched out and pounded 
by a circle of German mortars and medium and heavy artillery, and sniped 
at by tanks and 88mm guns. C Company, supported by Lt. Sutherland’s 
platoon from A Company, was dug in in Authie. The rest of A Company 
held a hedged area along the road halfway between Authie and Buron, and 
B Company, for the moment, sheltered in the orchard southwest of Buron. 
By all accounts, Buron itself had been abandoned. Major Learment’s small 
group (largely Lt. Graves’s platoon) eventually dug in just north of Buron to 
the east of the road. A little farther back, about halfway to the anti-tank ditch, 
was D Company, while the support company, 6-pounder anti-tank guns, a 
section of the Camerons’ Vickers guns, and the two FOOs held the anti-tank 
trench itself. By 1400 the Glens had dug in at les-Buisson (which they had to 
clear again), while the Highland Light Infantry, the brigade’s third battalion, 
held the left flank just south of Villons-les-Buissson. So Stacey’s criticism that 
the vanguard and the brigade were strung out is correct: by mid-afternoon 
Petch’s force was spread like a string of pearls for three kilometres along the 
road to Carpiquet. It is not clear, however, what either Petch or Brigadier 
Cunningham could have done about it.

Canadian accounts agree that a tank duel preceded the main counterattack 
with infantry by as much as two hours.72 Petch would recall in 1945 that the 
main tank battle had been between Buron and Gruchy—a claim echoed in the 
Novas’ regimental history, and that this had delayed the forward movement 
of B Company.73 As the German tanks retreated towards Carpiquet, for the 
third time Petch ordered B Company to Authie—this time on the battalion’s 
carriers. This move was pre-empted when A Company was attacked from 
Gruchy by an unknown force that included tanks and half-tracks.74 This was 
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followed by news that Authie was under attack by tanks and a battalion of 
infantry. 

So at roughly 1530 hours the vanguard was simultaneously attacked on 
two flanks, an assault that spread as far north as Buron. According to Petch’s 
testimony in 1945, “at this time the remainder of the battalion was attacked 
from the direction of Gruchy by armour and infantry who dismounted from 
half tracks.”75 Who this was remains a mystery. The attack on Buron may 
well have been launched by 25 SS PGR Reconnaissance Company, which had 
been probing up the highway towards Bayeux, or by elements of Kampgruppe 
Rauch. 

The only attack that historians seem to note is the one on Authie by III/25 
PGR and some twenty tanks from the dead ground south of Franqueville. 
The Germans had to cross about 1200 metres of open ground and they would 
never have done so had Canadian artillery been available. Had there been a 
FOO in Authie, he could have drawn not only on the 14th Field but also, by 
mid-afternoon, on both the 12th and the 13th RCA, which had settled into 
gun positions behind 7 Brigade in the little hamlet of Bray. That put them 
just 5000 metres away from Authie on the other side of the Mue River. So the 
Germans came forward largely unmolested. Lieutenant Fitzpatrick watched 
them come from the turret of his tank: “two waves of infantry and then the 
tanks moving forward slowly and with determination.”76 

Finally, as they closed in on Authie, the Hitler Youth were met by withering 
fire from everything the Canadians had mustered. “First groups of the enemy 
simply melted away before the murderous hail,” Will Bird wrote. “Time 
and again the enemy seemed but yards from the hedge and then they were 
blown down or hurled back. It seemed incredible that so small a force could 
keep back such weight and strength, but it was being done.”77 Lieutenant 
Sutherland’s platoon on the Authie–Cussy road was eventually “forced back 
by a tidal wave of the enemy too numerous to halt.” Meanwhile, C Company’s 
positions were gradually surrounded, casualties mounted, and ammunition 
ran low. After more than an hour of intense combat, survivors were ordered 
to slip away in small groups to make their escape. Captain F.C. Fraser and Lt. 
Langley’s platoon remained behind as a rearguard, “taking a dreadful toll on 
the fanatical S.S. troops.”78 

While the battle for Authie raged, Petch had to deal with the attack on 
Buron and with the danger that he was being outflanked from the valley 
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of the Mue River to the west. B Company was therefore sent back north 
of Buron. One platoon took up positions behind the village in a series of 
abandoned German trenches. These had been sited to defend Buron from the 
north and had very poor fields of fire to the south because of their proximity 
to the stone walls and buildings of the village. Nonetheless, it was felt that 
this position prevented the village from being outflanked from the west. Two 
other platoons of B Company under the acting company commander, Capt. 
A.J. Wilson, withdrew to the anti-tank ditch, where, along with the others 
there, they “made ready to fight to the finish.”79

At 1730 hours a white flare rose up over Authie, which Maj. Learment 
interpreted as a signal that the village was now in German hands.80 It had 
taken an SS battalion most of two hours to overwhelm three Canadian 
platoons and their supporting arms. With Authie now in enemy hands and 
with the rest of the vanguard now dig-in north of Buron, Rhodenizer’s two 
platoons of A Company in the hedged area north of Authie were now isolated 
in the middle of a fire-swept field.  When his radio was shot-up by a passing 
tank81 Rhodenizer could not receive an order to retire, so his small force 
eventually succumbed to a cordon of tanks and infantry. When the barrage 
on the position suddenly ceased, Major Rhodenizer stood up to see what 
was happening. He was greeted by two Germans who simply said: “Come.” 
Another German shouted “Surrender” as a group of SS with machine guns 
rose from a ditch thirty yards away. Exhausted, burdened by casualties and 
nearly out of ammunition, Rhodenizer’s men complied. Just when this 
happened remains unclear. The Novas’ history says it was “near sundown,”82 
but this seems unlikely. The remnant of A Company probably surrendered 
shortly after Authie fell.

Unfortunately for the survivors of A Company, their ordeal was not over. 
After the SS murdered two Canadians with a burst of machine gun fire, 
three more were shot as they were hustled into Authie. The carnage of the 
struggle for the village was evident. “The dust and smoke had settled,” Will 
Bird wrote, “and German bodies were lying in alleys and in the street and 
in the fields, everywhere, especially by the entrance to the orchard.” In the 
aftermath of the collapse of C Company’s position, Canadian POWs had been 
marshaled along the main street to be searched. As Bird recounted, the lifting 
of the smoke of battle had “showed the casualties inflicted by C Company, 
and this so enraged the Germans that they crowded around and shot several 
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prisoners in cold blood.” Several were laying there dead when Rhodenizer’s 
men arrived. Fortunately, Rhodenizer spoke fluent German and helped calm 
the situation, at least in Authie.83

While A Company was fighting its epic battle, 12 SS committed its II 
Battalion to the attack: Canadian POWs in Authie reported seeing “a fresh 
German battalion marching towards Buron in close formation.”84 They were 
supported by tanks, SPs and half-tracks. The first to feel the weight of the 
renewed attack was Maj. Learment’s small group east of the road entrance at 
the north of the village. Learment’s men were practically out of ammunition 
and were easily overcome, captured and marched into Buron to be searched—
and in a few cases shot in cold blood. The collapse of Learment’s position at 
roughly 1900 hours opened the back of the B Company platoons holding 
out on the other side of the road. There, Lt. Campbell’s men had checked 
every German attempt to get around the west of Buron. Suddenly they were 
attacked in strength from the rear and forced to surrender, although in the 
confusion some later escaped.85 

And so by about 1900 hours on the evening of 7 June 1944 what remained 
of the 9 Brigade vanguard stood-to north of Buron to meet the enemy. 
D Company and stragglers from the other companies held trenches in front of 
the anti-tank ditch, supported by two mortars, two Vickers of the Camerons, 
and the anti-tank platoon of the Novas with its two 6-pounders.86 About a 
dozen surviving Shermans of the Sherbrookes backed them up. 

Mortar and machine-gun fire laced the SS as they came forward out of 
Buron and up the gentle slope towards les Buissons, while tanks and anti-tank 
guns, from the Glens at les Buissons, struck at German tanks moving around 
the right flank. When the Camerons’ machine guns ran out of ammunition, 
they withdrew, and so did a number of Novas. But D Company held on and 
finally—after a long day’s wait—the first rounds of Canadian artillery landed 
in front of the vanguard’s position.

These were not the first rounds fired by the 14th RCA, but it had waited 
a long time to become engaged. Their War Diary reports the first “Mike” 
targets—the whole regiment firing—at 1800 hours. As David Struther, then 
the Gun Position Officer for C Troop of the 14th RCA, recalled, these were 
“scale 50”—50 rounds per gun, more than 1,000 105mm shells on a single 
target.87 The first Canadian shells the vanguard saw directly in front of their 
positions landed around 1900 hours.88 The surviving Novas wanted to “stand 
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and cheer!” as the fire “routed the Germans.” The 12 SS tanks, according to the 
Nova’s history, “vanished at first sound of artillery on the scene and the enemy 
were hounded all the way back to Authie, dying in groups all over the field.”89 
The twelve remaining tanks of the Sherbrookes joined in the counterattack by 
D Company, “in some instances the enemy being so numerous they were run 
over by them.”90 The survivors of the vanguard recaptured Buron and drove 
the remnants of 12 SS back to Authie, St-Contest, and Bitot. 

The recapture of Buron was a signal victory for the remnants of the vanguard, 
but it could not be held. The British 9th Brigade, attacking west from the Orne 
bridgehead, only got as far as Cambes, from which it was driven by Meyer’s 
I Battalion. The British contented themselves with crushing the SS using 
artillery and naval gunfire.91 Cambes, Galmanche, and St-Contest remained 
in German hands. That meant that Buron, on a forward slope overlooked by 
the enemy, was untenable. So the Novas settled in around “Hellfire Corner” 
at les-Buisson for the night, with the Glens to the right and the HLI behind 
them. Meanwhile, the Hitler Youth—who took some time to discover that 
Buron had been abandoned—distracted themselves with a petulant shooting 
spree of Canadian wounded and POWs, raising the Canadian death toll.92 

The Canadians’ plan to resume the march to Carpiquet was soon 
abandoned. It was a very sensible decision. Carpiquet was untenable without 
the British in Caen, and so too was the fall-back position, the “high ground” 
between Buron and Authie, so long as St-Contest and the abbey were in 
German hands. Buron would have been a nightmare to hold. Instead, the 
Canadians built their brigade fortress on the reverse slope around Villons-
les-Buisson, which provided excellent fields of fire against a clear skyline and 
little direct observation by the enemy. It is difficult to see how the Canadians 
could have done better.

A proper accounting of the role of 21 Panzer Division in the battle on 
7 June has never been done, but its presence was highly significant. The 
artillery, mortars, anti-tank guns, SPs, and troops of 21 Panzer, backed by a 
battalion of 716 Division, shaped the battle long before 12 SS intervened. The 
Sherbrookes’ claim that all their tank losses fell to 88mm guns is not “Tiger 
phobia”:93 the long-range killing power of 21 Panzer Division’s Pak 43/41 
guns was a significant factor on the battlefield. Similarly, their claims for 
enemy tanks destroyed, equally dismissed by historians (who only count 12 
SS casualties) as inflated, probably included many SPs and half-tracks from 
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21 Panzer. In the end, 302 Canadians were killed, wounded, or missing in 
the battle, roughly the equivalent of the losses inflicted on 12 SS alone, which 
are recorded as 300.94 But since no casualty returns have ever been published 
for 21 and 716 Divisions for this battle, the final German casualty figure is 
probably significantly higher than 300.

And while some historians have lauded 12 SS for their “spectacular combat 
debut,”95 it was anything but. The Novas’ history boasts of the A Company 
story that it took the Germans “a large part of an afternoon to overrun a 
position held by a fifth of their number.”96 It is also clear that it took perhaps as 
much as two hours for the Germans to overrun Authie. The vanguard was not 
“thrown back in confusion,” as some claim. The initial advance reveals a high 
degree of skill and effective combined-arms training. The response to 12 SS’s 
attack reveals the same qualities, and no want of bravery and determination. 
In fact, once supporting artillery fire arrived, the remnants of the vanguard 
supported by a dozen tanks drove the Germans from most of the battlefield. 
According to British historian Michael Reynolds, German command and 
control of the battle was poor. “It would seem,” Reynolds wrote, “that just as 
there was a failure to coordinate on the Canadian side, [the Germans] failed 
to get their act together at this important time.”97 The 12 SS never got close 
to the sea on D+1: indeed, they never got much beyond their initial gains in 
the first hour or so. 

The utter failure of Canadian artillery to support the vanguard was not 
a single incident, as some sources suggest: in reality, the vanguard fought 
virtually the whole action without evident Canadian artillery support.  Nor 
was range the issue: the problem was communications and the absence of 
FOOs.98 Brigadier PSA Todd, the Commander Royal Artillery of the 3rd 
Canadian Division, had landed on D-Day with his HQ and might well have 
“gripped” the battle, but he did not. In fact, he was precluded from doing so 
by the D-Day Op order, which specified that the 12th and 14th Field Artillery 
Groups were to fight their own battles until the final D-Day objective had 
been secured. However, in the absence of FOOs with the forward companies 
of the vanguard, it is not clear what Todd or anyone else could have done. 
Suffice it to say that had Canadian artillery or British naval gunfire been on 
line, this story would have unfolded much differently. 

Finally, the Canadian official history’s claim that the vanguard was defeated 
and thrown back by a force roughly its own size is a gross miscalculation of 
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the odds faced by the vanguard of 9 Brigade on D+1. Before 12 SS entered the 
fray, the Novas’ battle group was facing even odds: an ersatz battalion from 
716 Division reinforced by the armour and artillery of Kampfgruppe Rauch 
from 21 Panzer. In the afternoon the vanguard was attacked by two battalions 
of 12 SS supported by tanks and at least one-third of the division’s artillery. 
On the face of it, this put the Canadians up against at least three times their 
own strength and the equivalent of an entire British Commonwealth division’s 
supporting artillery. But the odds were actually much worse than that. The 
infantry companies of 12 SS were over strength, probably numbering 225 
officers and men.99 On D+1, companies of I Battalion, 25 Panzergrenadier 
Regiment, were reinforced by the regiment’s Pioneer Company, bringing 
company strength to about 245 all ranks. It would seem that the description 
in the Novas’ history of waves of Germans attacking the vanguard of 9 Brigade 
on D+1 is not hyperbole. Indeed, in sharp contrast to what Charles Stacey 
would claim, the vanguard fought a force four or five times it own strength.

The result on D+1 did not reflect the incompetence of Allied leadership 
or tactical ineptness among the troops. The vanguard of 9 Brigade fought 
well on 7 June 1944: the petulant fury of 12 SS, who shot forty-six POWs 
immediately following the battle, is evidence of that.100 At the end of the day, 
and given the British inability to capture Caen, the brigade was secure on the 
only ground suitable for defence of the beachhead. No ambush, no defeat.
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